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**Résumé du projet de recherche (Langue 1)**

The CAP theorem points to an inherent conflict in the design of a geo-scalable applications, between consistency on the one hand, and availability and performance on the other [1, 5]. Application developers want their data consistent, yet synchronising it is a major obstacle to responsiveness and scalability [4]. Because of the CAP theorem, most existing cloud databases make a black-or-white choice between consistency and availability. We propose instead to bridge the CAP gap by tailoring consistency to application needs, avoiding synchronisation whenever it does not jeopardise application correctness. Accordingly, in previous work we have designed CRDTs, data types that support concurrent updates and are guaranteed to converge to a correct value [9, 10]. We have also designed and implemented the planet-scale cloud database Antidote [2] to guarantee Transactional Causal Consistency (TCC). TCC is is the strongest consistency model that is compatible with availability, and is sufficient for many application invariants: for instance, a social network that requires that the friendship relation be symmetric, or that a user can post photos only if she is in the “approved for posting” set. Beyond TCC, some invariants do require synchronised operations: for instance, ensuring that a shared counter remains positive requires to synchronise concurrent decrements (but not increments). We show how to improve the availability of synchronised operations by delaying and batching them [3]. In order to synchronise only when strictly necessary, developers need tools to navigate between too much synchronisation, which degrades performance and availability, and too little, which can corrupt data. To help with this delicate decision, we developed the CISE logic and tool that verify whether consistency is sufficient for the application, and if not, help the developer to fix the problem (either by weakening the application or strengthening the synchronisation) [6, 7, 8]. We have demonstrated a prototype CISE tool. Our Antidote prototype is fully functional, supports some real industrial applications, and has been shown experimentally to scale to hundreds of shards replicated across several data centres. However, the continued growth of cloud computing, and the demands of future social, 5G and IoT applications, create new challenges.

**Résumé du projet de recherche (Langue 2)**

We now aim to scale Antidote to thousands of replicas at the network edge. As implementing TCC efficiently at scale involves complex trade-offs in the amount of parallelism vs. protocol overhead vs. generality, this raises a number of exciting research challenges: • To scale the number of sites by three orders of magnitude, while keeping thrifty metadata, and without impacting the guarantees, availability and performance of TCC. • In particular, provide partial replication: make use of locality in order to replicate data, metadata and operations only where needed, allowing the system to scale across a range of node types, from mobile phones to server farms. • Deconstructing consistency models into orthogonal components, implemented in a modular fashion, that can be combined efficiently to provide guarantees tailored to application requirements. We aim to extend TCC to scale all the way to the edge, without breaking correctness, hopefully relaxing causality requirements that do not scale to thousands of servers. • Improve and generalise the CISE logic and tools, leveraging modular consistency to remove unnecessary assumptions, and better automating the work of the application developer, and to minimise application requirements. • Making the results of the research practical, by developing and experimenting with planet-scale applications, in co-operation with our industrial partners.

**Informations complémentaires (Langue 1)**

The LightKone project brings together five academic research partners and four application partners across Europe. It aims to develop a scientifically sound, and industrially validated, approach for programming edge networks.